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Knit Graffiti: A world of ugly jumpers or a socio political message?  

 

In this essay I aim to make an enquiry into crafts potential to produce politically engaged art, 

focusing upon knitting and crochet. I will introduce and explore the cultural history of knitting and 

how it is often considered a gendered pursuit, elaborating then on women’s cultural connection with 

knitting as both a domestic activity (binding women to the home and domestic environment) and as 

a liberating activity that has connected women to society and to the city.  

I intend to focus on a recent cultural development called knit graffiti (other terms associated with 

this practice include yarn bombing and guerrilla knitting) in order to explore the potential of these 

practices, and how they are giving women new claims to the city. Due to the nature of knit graffiti 

and its relationship with the urban environment I will also make reference to graffiti as a 

comparative process in order to make an evaluation of knit graffiti’s ability to be effective in 

political, social and cultural activism. Through this I hope that I will be able to make some reasonable 

hypotheses about knit graffiti’s ability to be an effective form of expression and activism. 

 

Knitting as a gendered pursuit: Knitting the war and feminism 

According to Rita Taylor (Taylor 2013: 74), curator of the Knitting and Crochet Guilds’ Period 

Garment Scheme (www.kcguild.org.uk), the peak of crochet’s popularity in Britain was the 1850’s to 

the early 20th century. Crochet was an acceptable craft for Victorian ‘ladies of leisure’. However 

women and men lower down the income scale saw the sale of homemade crochet items (known as 

poor man’s lace) as a way to boost their income. What will take precedence in this essay however is 

the period of the 1970’s to date because it is a period that encompasses a variety of significant 

developments in approaches to culture and society which have had a potentially huge impact on our 

preconceptions of knitting. Feminist theory in particular has had an extraordinary effect on our 

understanding of knitting; it is no longer just established as a domestic past time anchoring women 

to the home but has become an ‘activity or pastime for women as an expression of femininity.’ 

(Tourney 2009: 8) 

During the Second World War, crochet declined in favour of knitting. ‘Ladies of leisure’ no longer had 

the time to crochet because they were drafted into jobs to support the war effort. The government 

also prioritised yarn for soldiers’ uniforms and blankets. Campaigns urged women to ‘knit for victory’ 

(Fig. 1), and many old wool garments were unpicked and turned into socks to send to soldiers on the 

battlefields. Delicate designs gave way to practical knits.  

In contrast to this appropriation of the craft for the ‘knit for victory’ initiative was the use of knitting 

in political actions and protest against war. For example the Woman’s Peace Camp antinuclear 

protest (Fig. 2), held outside the Greenham Common Royal Air Force Base in 1982 (Robertson 2011: 

184). Ironically the practical knitting to win the war became social knitting to prevent nuclear war 

and so the process was again in the hands of the people, the women and became a mode of political 

expression. It was a non-violent protest, the action of which was, for the women who occupied 

http://www.kcguild.org.uk/
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Greenham Common, a profoundly feminist event – one where the ‘politics of feminism could be 

worked out through action rather than theory’ (Robertson 2011: 190) 

What is interesting about this activist action in the 1980’s in comparison to activist knitters today is 

that today they are often assumed as feminists; however the current resurgence of activist knitters 

is not always due to feminist theories being performed. What concerns current political activism or 

‘craftivism’ (craft activism: term ‘craftivism’ was coined in 2000 by Betsy Greer) are greater social 

and political issues such as globalisation, environmentalism and consumerism and crafts are being 

used to provide a means of conveying political and social comment on such issues. Or even as 

actions that subvert the hierarchy between craft and art as in the Radical Lace and Subversive 

Knitting exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Design in 2007, or as an act of rebellion that 

challenges the dominant ideology in society as in Marianne Jorgensen’s Pink (Fig. 3) (2006).    

When a woman knits, is this an expression of her intelligence, creative ability and tenacity, 

or is she adhering to and reinforcing the conditions and values of a patriarchal society? 

(Turney 2009: 40) 

Second wave feminist theory would have conceived knitting as one of the many chores that would 

enslave women to the domestic environment; it was viewed as an example of women’s oppression. 

At this time knitting was only done in the home and consisted of creating for the ‘familial’ (on 

others) rather than focusing on the self, and as such emphasised the conditions and values of the 

patriarchal society – the women knitted for the home, for use – and so according to second wave 

feminist theory, to knit now would be a reinforcing of these masculine ideals and emphasise the 

oppression of women. Many women who experienced or were a part of the feminist movement at 

this time would likely find it difficult to reconcile with the notion of ‘knitting for pleasure’ and 

certainly wouldn’t ratify its use in activism. 

Alternatively third wave feminism or post-feminist theory has transformed the ways in which 

knitting is understood in popular culture notable in a move away from knitting as an extension of the 

domestic environment and housewifery towards one of personal pleasure, leisure and luxury. Post-

feminism encourage women to spend time on themselves, so knitting for personal pleasure is 

indicative of this view especially when the item being knitted was for the self or even classed as 

‘useless’.  

In her critique of the feminist resurgence of knitting the writer Tonya Jameson says that ‘too many 

sisters fought to free women from aprons and mops for me to voluntarily become Aunt Bee and 

pretend it’s by choice.’ (Jameson quoted in Robertson 2011: 191)  For Jameson the return to knitting 

after the events of 9/11, is inimical to radical feminism and gives a false sense of control when 

instead we are simply retiring to the safety of our homes when we should be being active through 

petitions and protest etc.  

So where does this leave the cultural phenomenon of knit graffiti in relation to feminism and its 

effectiveness in producing social and political comment?  
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Occupation as political gesture 

The Plaza or Square of a city could be considered as a powerful place, it has been home to a number 

of protests and marches, and it has been used as a space for people to express their social and 

political views.  For example in the mid-1970s the Mothers occupied the Plaza de Mayo in 

Argentina, in 2011 the international Occupy Movement set in and then in 2011 and 2012 women 

rallied in the streets in London for the SlutWalks.  

SlutWalk wants justice for the thousands of rape survivors who were told by the police and 

courts that they were dressed too provocatively, they didn’t scream loudly enough, they 

were too drunk or too young or too mentally ill to understand what had happened to them, 

they must have consented because the rapist was their (ex) husband or (ex)boyfriend, they 

were sex workers and should be prosecuted rather than their attackers, they were asylum 

seekers and should be sent back to the detention centre or deported. (no author 2012: 

slutmeansspeakup.org.uk accessed 22nd May 2013) 

Through their occupation of the streets the women involved in the SlutWalks were able to make an 

impact, visually as well as politically, they re-appropriated not only the streets – rallying together to 

make them safer – but also the derogative term ‘Slut’.  Through their occupation of the public realm 

the participants brought the issue of rape to the forefront of social discourse and challenged how 

the legal system, and those involved in rape cases, understand cases of rape and the victims 

involved.  

Occupation and re-appropriation of a masculine space for women as a form of expression can also 

be considered as a liberating experience as discussed by Elizabeth Wilson in her essay Into the 

Labyrinth (1992) and at the same time can create ‘counter public spheres’. In the text by Nancy 

Fraser, Rethinking the Public Sphere: A contribution to the critique of actually existing democracy 

she expands on Habermas’s theory of the Bourgeois Public Sphere, which has, since its arrival been 

criticised on a number of occasions largely due to its exclusion of certain peoples due to race, class, 

ethnicity and gender, being a number of examples. 

Using Mary Ryan’s historiography as an example Fraser is able to illustrate how there existed a 

number of differing public spheres at the same time as the bourgeois public sphere. In relation to 

the exclusion of women she says, ‘Ryan’s study shows that, even in the absence of formal political 

incorporation through suffrage, there were a variety of ways of accessing public life and a 

multiplicity of public arenas.’ (Fraser 1990: 61) These arenas became labelled as ‘counterpublics’ 

which Fraser explains usually had conflictual relationships with the bourgeois public sphere, 

‘counterpublics contested the exclusionary norms of the bourgeois public , elaborating alternative 

styles of political behaviour and alternative norms of public speech.’ (Fraser 1990: 61) Therefore we 

could suggest that re-appropriations of the urban landscape through protest are creating 

counterpublics through conflictual actions and thoughts, through acts of dissent.  

Fraser also mentions how women in particular were creating access to routes to public political life 

by building a ‘counter-civil society of alternative women-only voluntary associations’. The women 

were being innovative at this time ‘since they creatively used the heretofore quintessentially 

“private” idioms of domesticity and motherhood precisely as springboards for public activity.’ 
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(Fraser 1990: 61) We could therefore suggest that this is still happening as the arrival of knit graffiti 

illustrates; the use of knitting and crochet, with its gender stereotype, in creating a form of 

expression that resides in a wider social context and which relies on being situated in the public 

realm.  

Another example of this occupation of public space for protest would be the case of the Mothers of 

Plaza de Mayo in Argentina in the mid-1970s of which Susana Torre writes about at length in her 

essay Claiming the Public Space. With their sustained presence in the public plaza or square or as 

Hanna Arendt has called it ‘the symbolic realm of social representation’ (Arendt quoted in Torre 

1996: 141) they have redefined the definitions of the public realm. Through their appropriation of 

the public realm as a stage for their plea is as Torre says, ‘a manifestation of public space as social 

production.’ She goes on to say that ‘their redefinition of that space suggests that the public realm 

neither resides in nor can be represented by buildings and spaces but rather is summoned into 

existence by social actions.’ (Torre 1996: 141)  

This notion, of ‘social actions’ summoning the public realm into existence, could also be used in 

relation to the social action of knit graffiti. We could suggest that through the social activity of yarn 

bombing women are re-appropriating the city space and producing through these social actions a 

counter-public sphere.  

 

A world of ugly jumpers 

 

What exactly is knitting expected to be now? 

If we accept that we no longer need to knit to keep warm, then what other functions within 

contemporary communities could knitting possibly have? 

‘Knitting is no longer only an ordinary, domestic practice but can be fine art, craft, design, 

film, performance and fashion, as well as a leisure pursuit. It can – and frequently does – 

make social comment, political statements and questions issues of national and global 

importance.’ (Turney 2009: 3) 

Knitting and activism are two actions that do not initially seem to have much in common. However 

they have been making regular appearances together in the form of protest as we saw with the 

occupation of the Greenham Common in the 1980’s and more recently in the process of knit graffiti 

where we see knitting and occupation of the city come together in one process. 

Knit graffiti is akin to graffiti which has rebellious associations; it is often in opposition to the 

dominant culture and is a way for people to express their political and social views in the public 

realm. In contrast to the vandalistic nature of graffiti, knit graffiti is removable and leaves no lasting 

damage on private property. As Turney says in her book The Culture of Knitting, ‘The secretive and 

subversive (and illegal) act of leaving one’s mark, albeit in an impermanent and humorous manner, 

imbrues knitting with an edginess and urban quality that challenges both medium and message.’ 

(Turney 2009: 96) This impermanence is often considered a positive feature however this plus its 

unthreatening nature problematizes the possible effectiveness of knit graffiti’s use in activism.  
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In her essay Rebellious Doilies and Subversive Stitches Kirsty Robertson notes how some responses 

to activist knitters suggest that ‘their tactics are so nonconfrontational as to be completely 

ineffective.’ (Robertson 2011: 188) Therefore knitting and other such crafts becomes seen as a safe 

form of activism and at this point we would be right to question its effectiveness. However later in 

her essay Robertson quotes Debbie Stoller (editor of BUST magazine and author of Stitch n’ Bitch)  

 

The very fact that knitting, sewing, crocheting and other skills of the happy homemaker have 

been considered too girly to be done in public is proof that these crafts need to be reclaimed 

by the same feminist movement that initially rejected them. (Stoller quoted in Robertson 

2011: 191) 

 

And so from this we could say that knit graffiti is in fact a way of appropriating these crafts as the 

action literally brings these processes out into the public domain. What results from this Robertson 

says is ‘an argument that knitting in contemporary society is necessarily feminist, anticapitalist, and 

radical in a way that draws on its appearance as entirely new’.  (Robertson 2011: 191) 

 

In his essay The Wars on Graffiti and the New Military Urbanism, Kurt Iveson explores how graffiti 

can be used as a potential form of political expression, as a way of communicating. However he also 

addresses the problem of authoritarian re-appropriation. What effect will this have on its expressive 

potential and on those who still use graffiti as a means of communicating with others? 

 

authorities have tried to ‘win the peace’, by shifting a graffiti writing scene towards legal 

rather than illegal graffiti writing. So, for instance, in Newcastle (Australia), a legal graffiti 

program run through a Police Citizens Youth Club was used to engage with graffiti writers in 

an effort to ‘modify crew behaviour to reorient the focus of an individual from traditional 

[illegal] to modern [legal]’. (Iveson, K. 2010: 121) 

 

This re-appropriation of sub-cultures and counter publics is being seen with knit graffiti as a new 

initiative has recently taken place. The Leicestershire County Council and Police department are now 

using knit graffiti to make certain areas in Leicester, which have been deemed unsafe by the local 

community, feel safer (Fig. 4). The authorities are using knit graffiti’s (they use the term yarn 

bombing when referring to it in publications in order to avoid associating it with its offensive and 

derogatory brother graffiti) gendered connotations and stereotypes to their advantage. As knitting is 

often associated with warmth, safety and protection of the home and the mother it is 

understandable that this has been the choice in a safer streets initiative.  

 

Re-appropriation of these crafts for the use of the authorities is likely to have an adverse effect on 

the success of expression of the individual or group ‘bomber’; in the same way as graffiti was re-

appropriated for use in the ‘war’ on graffiti.   

 

Just as a city locked down against any possibility of terror would no longer be a democratic 

city, so too a city with no graffiti would no longer have a recognizable urban public realm. 

(Iveson, K. 2010: 131) 
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Knitta is da’ ‘bomb’ 

 

I want to bring this essay to an end by looking at the work of international knit graffiti group Knitta, 

to give an example of how knit graffiti can be successful in its plight in the city 

(http://knittaporfavor.wordpress.com/). Through their work the group make challenges to 

acceptability and location dominates their performative work which reclaims the public realm with 

knitted graffiti (Fig. 5 & 6). 

 

This is an important group to the subculture of knit graffiti as the founding members, PolyCotN 

(Magda Sayeg) and AKrylik, were also the first people to yarn bomb in 2005, in Houston, Texas. The 

group is also based in Houston and at the moment consists of eleven members aged twenty-three to 

seventy-one. By juxtaposing craft and vandalism their work questions the non-threatening nature of 

knitting by aligning itself with a tougher, largely male- dominated art medium, that of graffiti.  

 

We go beyond simply wanting attention. We prove that disobedience can be beautiful and 

that knitting can be outlaw. (Gschwandtner 2007: 92) 

 

Knitta creates a scenario in which the masculine urban space is vandalised, transformed and re-

appropriated by a feminine touch or ‘tag’, which will eventually either be removed or become a part 

of the urban landscape. By aligning itself with the ‘tougher’ subculture of graffiti with its connections 

to vandalism and damage to private property, knit graffiti is able to subvert the argument that knit 

activism is ‘futile’ purely because of its non-threatening nature. However what we have uncovered is 

that re-appropriation of the action by the authorities may have some negative effects on its success 

in politicised action but cities can be places of power and as we saw with the women at the 

Greenham common, people can always fight back and re-re-appropriate.  

 

Therefore I would say that whilst it is important to keep a clear perspective and not exaggerate the 

extent of knit graffiti’s impact, it would also be foolish to underestimate its potential in making 

political and social comment.  
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Images 

 

Fig. 1 ‘You can help’ 1st World War poster. (undated). [online image]. 

<http://knittaporfavor.wordpress.com/>. [27th May 2013] 

 

Fig. 2 Greenham Women’s Blockade, (1982) Extra/Ordinary: Craft and Contemporary Art  

http://knittaporfavor.wordpress.com/
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Fig. 3 Pink Tank, Marianne Jorgensen, (2006) Extra/Ordinary: Craft and Contemporary Art  

 

Fig. 4 Leicestershire Police. (2013). [online image]. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-

leicestershire-21659158> [5th March 2013] 
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Fig. 5 Crocheted Bus in New Mexico, Knitta, (2009) Yarn Bombing: the art of crochet and knit 

graffiti 

 

Fig. 6 Crocheted Bus in New Mexico, Knitta, (2009) Yarn Bombing: the art of crochet and knit 

graffiti 
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